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COVID are available on campus. Flu shots are available now at Student Health Services. We will 
be advertising in earnest starting October 18th but they are available now. 

6.2 Report from CFA Co-President, Deborah Hamm- DH presents on CFA is still working on all 
aspects shown on the CFA octopus. Bargaining process is officially at an Impasse. Next step will 
be mediation. The bargaining process is greatly enhanced by support all are welcome to join. 
Bargaining roadshow on 10-29-21 will send a link with RSVP info.  

6.3 Report from ASI President/CEO, Jesus Gonzalez- not present, no report.  
 

7. UNFINISHED BUSINESS 
7.1 Proposed Revision of PS 12-03: Policy on Final Course Grades, Grading Procedures, and Final 

Assessments (AS-1084-19/CEPC)�v SECOND READING- Resuming on Line 78, amendments for 
2.2.1. There are two amendments, one from BK, one from Steve Boyer; straw pole to decide 
whether to adopt option A=20 or option B=28, vote, option B wins. SB amendment put forward, 
motioned and seconded. Discussion ensued. NMA has a substantive amendment, moved and 
seconded. Vote on amendment, yes=43 no=4, amendment passes. This will replace Lines 78-85. 
Line 85-86 BK amendment, remove this section. Moved and seconded. Vote on amendment, 
yes=31 no=15, motion passes, this section is removed. Line 86, BK amendment, moved and but 
no second. Amendment withdrawn. Line 86, new 2.2.2, Shankar/Wieland amendment, moved 
and seconded. Discussion ensues. Amendment withdrawn. Line 93, BK amendment, moved and 
seconded. Vote on amendment, yes=34 no=11, amendment passes. Line 111, Brazier/Windle 
amendment, moved and seconded. Add sentence at 2.2.6.2, #3, Vote on amendment, yes=38 
no=11, amendment passes. NW amendment, moved and seconded. Line 118, vote on 
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Vote on amendment, yes=37 no=11 amendment passes. Lines 127-130 no amendments, lines 
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Policy on Withdrawals for complete information. Vote on amendment, passed with unanimous 
consent. Line 152, MA amendment, moved and seconded. Replace section 3.1 with new 
language. Ending at line 152.  

8. NEW BUSINESS  
8.1 Proposal for a Standalone Policy on Withdrawals (AS-1153-21/CEPC)�v FIRST READING- Tabled 
for next. 
 

9. ADJOURNMENT �t 4:00 
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